What is the Fluid Project?

Fluid is an open-source software community that

- designs user interfaces
- builds Web tools
- teaches inclusive design
- integrates interface components into open source applications

Our community consists of an international team of partners, individuals, and institutions focused on designing flexible, customizable, user-centered accessible interfaces.

Projects

Links in the wiki:

- Infusion Components design and development work
- Floe design and development work
- Decapod design work
- Design Handbook: Resources for user interface design, usability and accessibility.
- Open Virtual Usability Lab (VULab): A web-based tool for distributed user testing.

External links to project websites

- Infusion
- Floe
- Inclusive Learning Handbook
- Decapod
- collectionspace
- opencast

User Experience and Design

- User Experience: Design, usability,
- Accessibility Resources and other resources.
- Design Handbook: Resources for user interface design, usability and accessibility.
- Inclusive Learning Handbook: Learn how to make content more accessible and inclusive.

Development

- Development: Developer resources and technical information.
- Daily builds: Links to our daily build with in-context demonstrations of Fluid Infusion components.
- Source Code: Access to the latest Fluid source code.

Collaborative Project Resources

- Meetings: Meeting schedules, agendas, and archives.
- Get Involved: Resources on collaborating and communication with the Fluid Community.
- Project Coordination: Road maps, release plans, deliverables, and more.
- Fluid Gear: Shop for Fluid-branded shirts, mugs, etc.